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Abstract 
An affine manifold is called a manifold with dilations if its holonomy is contained in a group of 
the form G = N x (A x K) c Aff(@), w h ere N is a nilpotent group acting simply transitively 
on IEe; K is a compact subgroup, and A is a l-parameter subgroup of “dilations”. 
Suppose (Me, G) is a compact connected affine manifold with dilations of dimension 2 2. 
Assume that the holonomy group acts on the image of a development map as a covering trans- 
formation. We prove that: If M is geodesically incomplete, then it is finitely covered by a Hopf 
manifold, (@ - 0)/Z g S’ x Se-‘. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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For some nice Riemannian manifolds, the holonomy actions determine the manifolds. 
For example, 
A (Kuiper, Fried). A compact connected similarity n-manifold (n b 2) is either a 
Euclidean space-form or finitely covered by a Hopf manifold S’ x S”-‘. 
B (Miner). A compact spherical CR-manifold with amenable holonomy is finitely 
covered by S*+’ , 5” x S*+*, or a compact quotient of the Heisenberg group by 
a lattice. 
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C (Kamishima). For a conformally flat manifold M, if the holonomy group is virtually 
solvable, then M is either a spherical space-form, Euclidean space-form, or finitely 
covered by a Hopf manifold St x S”-‘. 
There are very few compact manifolds which admit a similarity structure [6,9]. In fact, 
up to finite quotients, only flat tori and Hopf manifolds (manifolds which are homeo- 
morphic to S’ x Se-‘) admit similarity structures. Manifolds modeled on the boundaries 
of complex and quartemionic hyperbolic spaces must again be finitely covered by either 
nilmanifolds or Hopf manifolds. We add one more to this list. 
An affine manifold is called a manifold with dilations if its holonomy is contained in 
a group of the form 
G = N x1 (A x K) c Aff(e) = lRe XI GL(C,lR), 
where N is a nilpotent group acting simply transitively on lEe; K is a compact subgroup, 
and A is a l-parameter subgroup of “dilations”, that is, the infinitesimal generator (Y of 
A is a diagonal matrix with all eigenvalues positive real. More precisely, for a generator 
cy of A and k E K, they are of the form a = (0, Q), k = (0, k) E IWe x GL(C, R), where 
Q = CiIe, CB C21e2 $ . . . CB Cde,, 
with ci’s all distinct real numbers greater than 1, and 
k E CI(ej, Et) @ O(l2, Et) @ . . $0(&n, IIt) 
with respect to some basis of IEe. Note that LY is an “expanding map” and ak = kcr. 
Let N be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group. A smooth automorphism 
f : N + N is expanding if for some left invariant Riemannian metric on N there exist 
c > 0, X > 1 such that ]lDf”w]l 2 cXrnll~]l for all u E TN and all integers m > 0. There 
is also a concept of expanding endomorphism on a compact manifold, and it is known 
[7] that any expanding endomorphism of an arbitrary compact manifold is topologically 
conjugate to an expanding endomorphism of an infranilmanifold. The converse is not 
clearly understood: Which infranilmanifolds admit an expanding endomorphism? It is 
known that every 2-step infranilmanifold admits an expanding map. There are nilpotent 
Lie groups which do not admit any expanding map [5]. Also it is known that there 
are connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie groups which do not admit any complete 
affine structure [3]. The aim of this paper is to prove the following. 
Theorem. Suppose (Me, G) is a compact connected afJine manifold with dilations. As- 
sume that the holonomy group acts on the image of the development map as covering 
transformation. Then 
(1) If M is geodesically complete, then it is an infranilmanifold (i.e., it is jnitely 
covered by a nilmanifold). 
(2) If M is geodesically incomplete, then it is finitely covered by (Ee - 0)/Z (E:/Z 
when e = l), a Hopf manifold, where Z is generated by ,!3h, @ E A - {id} and 
h E K. 
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Notice that we need a strong condition: the holonomy group acts on the image of 
development map as a covering transformation. This generalizes Kuiper’s result [9] and 
also generalizes [6], but with the above extra condition on the holonomy action. The 
readers are referred to [12] for an example where a development map is not a covering 
map. There was an attempt to prove this theorem without this assumption by Aebischer 
and Miner [ 11. ’
Conjecture. Theorem is true without the condition on the holonomy group action for 
dim(N) 3 3. 
Recall that our G = N x (A x K) is embedded in Aff(C) already. Let 
24 = { (0, h) E I@ H GL(C,R): (0, h)i’V(O, h)-’ = N}. 
Since N acts simply transitively on E e, N n Q is trivial. Therefore, the subgroup of 
Aff(!) generated by N and % is the semi-direct product N x U, and it acts on N as a 
subgroup of N >a Aut(N) = Aff(N), N as left multiplications and 5% by conjugation. 
Thus, for ((b, B), (0, h)) E N >a !2l and (z, X) E N, 
((4 B), (0, h)) . (5, X) = (h B) . (0, h)(? J+)(O, v’ 
= (b + Bhz, BhXK’). 
Since N >a Q C Aff(!), there is a natural action of N x !2l on I@ defined by 
((b, B), (0, h)) z = b + Bhz. 
The evaluation map eve : N + IEe is given by 
evo(z, X) = 2. 
Since N acts simply transitively on IEe, eve is a diffeomorphism. The above equalities 
show the map 
(Aff(N), N) (Aff(4 > IEel 
U U 
(N&&N)-(N..,Ee) 
is equivariant. Notice that our groups A and K both lie in U. 
Proof of Theorem 
The kernel and image of the holonomy map h : YTI (M) + G = N >a (A x K) will 
be denoted by K: c ~1 (M) and r c G, respectively. Let R c Ee be the image of the - 
development map D : M 4 lEe. The crucial point is the assumption that the development 
‘We thank Robert Miner for sharing the ideas in [I]. 
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map is a covering map with covering transformation group K. For any (Y E rr, D o (1~ = 
h(a) o D. Thus r acts on R as covering transformations, and we have a commuting 
diagram: 
$+-+R /K 
I J 
id /r 
- IT 
M-M 
Lemma. r is a discrete subgroup of G. 
Proof. We shall prove more general fact: Let X be a locally compact Hausdorjf space, 
H a subgroup of TOP(X), the group of homeomorphisms with compact-open topology. 
Suppose there exists an H-invariant open subset R of X such that H acts on R properly 
discontinuously, Then H is discrete in TOP(X). 
Suppose H is not discrete. We shall assume X is first countable. (Otherwise, use a 
net instead of a sequence in the following argument.) Then there is a sequence {h,} 
in H, (hi # hj for i # j), converging to ho E TOP(X). Pick z E R and a compact 
neighborhood C of ho(z). Denote the interior of C by Co. Then 
(z, Co) = {f E TOP(X) 1 f(x) E Co} 
is a basic open neighborhood of ho. Since {h,} converges to ho, there exists m so that 
h, E (s, Co) for n 3 m. Let D = cU{x}. For n > m, h,(z) E D, and h,(z) E h,(D) 
since x E D. Thus, 
{hEHI Dnh(D)#0} 
is infinite. 
By observing that the topology of N M Aut(N) coincides with the relative topology 
of TOP(N), we conclude that r is discrete in G. •! 
Case 1. Image of r under the projection N M (A x K) --f A is trivial. That is, 
TcNMK. 
We apply the following fact [13, Theorem 3.61: 
Fact 1.1. Let G be a group of analytic isometries of a complete simply connected Rie- 
mannian manifold X and M is a closed (G,X)-manifold. Then the development map - 
D : M -+ X is a homeomorphism. 
1.2. Since K is a compact subgroup of Aut(N), there is a left invariant Riemannian 
metric on N so that N M K c Isom(N). Since M is a closed Riemannian manifold, it is 
complete. By the above Fact 1 .l, % is diffeomorphic to N, and the holonomy map h is 
an isomorphism. Consequently, M = ~1 (M)\k? = T\N, where r c N x K. Now we 
apply a generalization of a Bieberbach theorem [2] which states that r fl N is a lattice 
of N, and has a finite index in r. We conclude that r is an almost Bieberbach group, 
and M is an infranilmanifold. 
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Case 2. Image of r under the projection N x (A x K) + A is nontrivial. 
Remark 2.1. Using the fact that eve : N --7‘ E” is G-equivariant, we pull back the 
standard Riemannian metric on I@ to N. With respect to this metric, A is expanding, 
and K c Isom(N). Moreover, a sequence {a,} in N converges to a0 E N if and only if 
the sequence {evo(a,)} in Ee converges to evo(ao) E El. In other words, {a,} converges 
if and only if the sequence of translation parts (under the given embedding N c Aff(e)) 
converges. Consequently, we have 
Let s = ak, where k E K (an isometry of lEe) and Q E A be an expanding map of 
I@. For ajxed a E N, {s-‘(a): T E W} converges to e E N, 
because {s-r(evo(a)): r E N} converges to 0 E EL. 
Notation 2.2. An element of N >a (A x K) = G c N x Aut(N) will be written as aok, 
where a E N, o E A and Ic E K. For y E A or K, and a E N, note that 
r(a) = value of y acting as an automorphism of N at a 
is equal to yay-’ since A x K acts on N via conjugation. For the rest of the proof, 
we use “.” to denote only the group operation in N x (A x K) = G (which may be 
suppressed sometimes). 
Claim 2.3. For any bak E r, there exists X E N such that X-’ . bak . X = ak. 
Proof. First we show the equation for x 
b . a(k(x)) = z 
has a unique solution in N. 
We use induction on the nilpotency of N. Suppose N has nilpotency 1; that is, N 
is abelian. Then the equation can be written as b + a(k(s)) = x, which is equal to 
(I - ak)s = b. Recall both Q and k are blocked diagonal matrices. Since Q = $ eX*le, 
with X, > 0, the ith block of I - ak becomes It, - ext ki (ki being the ith block of Ic). 
Since Ic, E O(&), it has eigenvalues of modulus 1, which implies ext ki has eigenvalues 
of modulus &. This implies that It, - ext ki is invertible. Consequently, I - ctk is 
invertible, and the equation (I - ak)z = b has a unique solution. 
Now assume the equation b. c-y(k(a)) = x h as a unique solution for every nilpotent 
Lie group of nilpotency less than m. Suppose N has nilpotency m. Let 2 = 2(N) be 
the center of N, and p : N + N = N/Z be the quotient map. The automorphisms a: and 
k yield automorphisms 5 and % of x. Further the equation 
fs. c-u(lc(:)) =27 
has a unique solution I E Iv, by the induction hypothesis. Pick any preimage x E N so 
that p(x) = 3. Then we have 
b . a(k(x)) = cx 
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for some c E 2. The equation 
c. ff(k(z)) = 2, 
where (1~ and Ic are restrictions to the subgroup 2, has a unique solution z in 2 by the 
case of nilpotency 1. Now it is clear that X = zx is the unique solution to our equation 
so that 
b. cr(k(X)) = A. 
In fact, the uniqueness can be shown as follows also: Let 2, y E N be solutions to the 
above equation. Set y = za. Then an easy calculation shows a(lc(a)) = a. However, 
(Y is an expanding map, and k is an isometry. Therefore, there cannot exist any a E N 
such that cr(k(a)) = a other than a = e. Consequently, y = z. 
Since A x K c Aut(N) acts on N by conjugations, 
X-‘-bak.X=X-‘.b{crk.X.k-‘~-‘}.ak 
= X-’ . b{cr(k(A))} cvk 
=X-‘.J,.ak 
=cyk. 0 
Claim 2.4. There does not exist a sequence {t,h,: n E IV} in r such that tihi # tjhj 
for i # j, t, E N x A, h, E K, and {tn} converges to the identity. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Since K is compact, one can find a convergent subsequence 
{ hni: i E N}. Since {tn} c N x A converges to the identity, (t,,h,,: i E W} converges 
(to the limit of {h,<}). This is a contradiction, since F is discrete by lemma. 0 
Claim 2.5. Under the natural projection q : N >o (A x K) --f A x K -+ A, the image of 
r is isomorphic to Z. 
Proof. Since we are assuming q(r) is nontrivial, it is enough to prove that the image is 
a discrete subgroup of A. 
Pick an element ucrk E r with a E N, Q E A and k E K. By Claim 2.3, there exists 
A E N such that X-l bak . X = ak. Clearly q(r) = q(X-‘TX). Let s = ak E A-‘I’X. 
We may assume that ct is expanding by taking s-’ if necessary. 
Assume q(r) is not discrete. Then there exists a sequence {u,y,k,: n E IV} in r 
(a, E N, 7n E A, k, E K) such that ^ (n’s are all distinct and 7n + identity. Since Y~‘S 
are distinct, unTnkn’s are distinct. Because A commutes with K, we have 
s-’ u,y,k, . s = .~-‘(a,) .1;2 . kb, where k; = k-‘k,k. 
Since k is an isometry and QI is an expanding map of lEe, {~-‘(a,): T E N} converges 
to e E N by Remark 2.1. Thus, by conjugating by some negative powers of s = ak 
(varying according to n), we can make a, -+ e, while leaving yn unchanged (though 
k, will change, still inside K). Consequently, we get a sequence {a~y,k~,: n E IV} of 
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distinct elements such that t, = ahyn --t identity. This is a contradiction to Claim 2.4. 
Thus the image of r under the projection N H (A x K) 4 A is discrete, and hence is 
isomorphic to Z. 0 
2.6. We start with the element bark E I’ such that a E Z c A is the unique expanding 
generator of Z by Claim 2.5. Apply Claim 2.3 to this element to find X E N such that 
ale = X-’ . bcYk . X E A-‘TX. 
From now on, we work with the group X-‘TX instead of r. This does not change 
our manifold, because the affine map X-’ induces an affine diffeomorphism r\R + 
(X-l rX)\X-’ (R). Therefore, we may assume 
cvk E r 
with k E K, and a E A is the unique expanding generator of Z c A 
2.7. We show rnN is trivial. Let r’ := rnN. Since r is discrete, so is P. Since N is 
normal in G, s = ak normalizes r*. Let a E r*. Since s-’ is a shrinking automorphism 
of N, s-“(a) = sAnosn E r* converges to e as n. --+ cc by Remark 2.1. Note that all 
smn(a)‘s are distinct unless a = e. If a # e, this violates the discreteness of I’*. Thus 
a = e, and r* must be trivial. 
Remark 2.8. We claim that r n (N >a K) is a subgroup of K, and is finite: Let ah E 
N M K be an element of r. Conjugation by sPn = (cuk)-” yields 
s --n &. Sn = S-n (u) . k-“hk” E N x K. 
Clearly, s-“(u) -+ e. If a # e, every term is distinct. By Claim 2.4, we must have a = e 
so that r n (N x K) c K. It is clear that r n (N x K) is a finite group. 
2.9. We show r c A x K. Recall that our ak E r is such that Q E A is the expanding 
generator of Z c A. For any element uyh E r, we claim that a = e. Since Q is a 
generator of Z, there is an integer p such that y = o-p. Then 
(uyh) . (ak)P = a. (yap) (hkp) = a. hkp E N M K. 
By Remark 2.8, we have a = e. This proves r c A x K. 
Claim 2.10. Let F = r n K. Then F is a finite group and r = F x Z, where Z is 
generated by ak. 
Proof. Since r is a discrete group, F = r n K must be a finite group. The short exact 
sequence 1 + K + A x K + A + 1 induces 1 -+ F + I’ -+ Z + 1, which splits. 
Thus we have r = F x Z, where Z is generated by ak. 0 
Claim 2.11. r = F >a Z contains a central subgroup pZ so that 1 + pi2 --f r -+ 
F M Z, --+ 1 is exact. 
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Proof. Since F is a finite group, conjugation by Ic (as an automorphism of F) has finite 
order, say p. Therefore r contains a central subgroup pZ = ((alc)p) with quotient F x Zp. 
Note that F c K, but Zr, came from ale E A x K with the A-component nontrivial. q 
2.12. Having understood the structure of r completely, we go back to the action of r 
on IEe as affine transformations. Let p = crp, h = Icp. 
Let C > 1. Take the unit sphere S c IEe centered at 0. Then /3h . S is a smooth 
sphere which does not intersect S, since /? is an expanding map, and h is an isometry. 
This shows that the group Z generated by the element ,L3h acts freely and properly 
discontinuously on Ee - {0}, and the region in between S and ,Bh . S is a fundamental 
domain for this action of Z. Clearly, (ph)\(Ee - (0)) . IS a closed manifold diffeomorphic 
to S1 x Se-‘. The finite group F x Z, acts on 5” x Se-‘. Moreover, this finite group 
cannot leave any open subset of S’ x Se-’ invariant. This implies that the image R of 
the development map is IEe - (0). Consequently, our manifold M is finitely covered by 
the Hopf manifold (ph)\(lEe - {0}), with the finite deck transformation group F M Z,. 
Note that Z, is generated by /3h, while F is a subgroup of K. If .!? = 1, take R = lE+ 
instead of E’ - (0). This completes the proof of Theorem. q 
Example. Consider the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group 
which is connected, simply connected and two-step nilpotent. Then the center 2 = 2(N) 
of N is l-dimensional, consisting of all matrices with II: = y = 0. The automorphism 
group is 
Aut(N) = R2 x GL(2,lR). 
Pick a real number X > 0, and consider the l-parameter subgroup lR ” A c GL(2, R) 
consisting of 
Pt = Ib”” eyt 
[ I 
which is an automorphism of N mapping 
[R % J-[s ‘r” :;;I. 
We shall choose G = N x (A x SO(2)), w h ere A is the l-parameter subgroup generated 
by PI, as our group for the geometry. Thus we are interested in the group 
N x (A x SO(2)) c Aff(N). 
Let 
P=/?l EA, k= 
cos $r 
sin i+ 
- sin t7r cos $T 1 E SO(2) c GL(2, R), 
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and let 
r = (Pk, k3). 
Then /3k generates an infinite cyclic group Z, and it commutes with the finite group 
F = (k3) % I&. Thus r = Z x Z4. 
An affine representation, N -+ Aff(IE3) = Iw3 A GL(3,IW), can be given by 
Clearly, this N acts on E3 simply transitively. 
The automorphism 
E GL(2, Iw) 
corresponds now to a conjugation by 
([PI I[! H rl) 
sending 
where D = det(g) = ad - bc. In particular, 
1 ;(cs+dy) -;(az+by) 
0 1 0 0 0 1 I) 
where c = cos ~VT and s = sin ix. This completes a description of the holonomy group 
r c Aff(E3). The developing image is E3 - {0}, and the holonomy group is r = 
(pk, k3). The quotient r\(IE3 - 0) is an incomplete compact affine manifold. Of course, 
r\(E3 - 0) is finitely covered by the Hopf manifold (pk)\(lE3 - 0) = S’ x S2. 
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